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Copyright policy – past, present and future

• From 2010-2015 the Coalition Government designed and 

implemented a number of domestic reforms, following the 

Hargreaves Review of Intellectual Property.

• Since 2015 our focus has been international:

• Negotiating and implementing the EU’s Digital Single Market 

copyright reforms

• Preparing to leave the EU

• Thinking about our post-EU future
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Digital Single Market

• Programme begun by EU Commission in 2015 – aims to remove 

barriers to the use of digital goods and services in the single market;

• Four copyright initiatives:

• Portability Regulation - agreed and implemented on 1 April 

2018;

• Marrakesh Treaty implementing legislation– agreed by EU, 

Member States implementation/ EU ratification by October 2018;

• Regulation on Online Transmissions – still being negotiated, in 

“trilogue”;

• Directive on Copyright in the DSM – still being negotiated by 

Council and Parliament.





Directive on Copyright in the Digital Single 

Market – key issues

• Directive covers a range of topics, including:

• Exceptions for text and data mining, educational use, and 

preservation;

• Measures to make it easier for cultural heritage organisations 

to use out-of-commerce works;

• Optional measures supporting extended collective licensing 

and similar national licensing schemes (in Council text);

• A new right in press publications;

• Measures to address the “value gap” when works are 

uploaded to content-sharing platforms without permission;

• Measures to support fair and transparent contracts for 

creators and performers;



Directive on Copyright in the Digital Single 

Market – current state of play

• Bulgarian Presidency, building on work done by Estonia, hopes to 

agree Council position by end of June;

• European Parliament Legal Affairs Committee has postponed its vote 

until June;

• Possible “trilogue” with Commission, Council, Parliament to finalise 

deal by end of 2018;

• Key issues still being debated:

• The data mining exception, including scope of an additional, 

optional exception;

• Scope of press publishers’ right, including whether to protect 

extracts and its duration;

• Extent to which platforms like YouTube should be liable for 

copyright infringing content uploaded by their users / should use 

technology to detect and remove such content.
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Copyright and Brexit

• In June 2016, the UK voted to leave the EU;

• We have been working with Government colleagues to 

help prepare for this.

• Withdrawal Bill will preserve changes to UK law 

introduced via EU Directives

• Government negotiating separation agreement and future 

relationship

• International treaties mean copyright protection is largely 

unaffected, but issues include:

• Protection of database rights

• EU orphan works

• Portability

• Satellite and Cable
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Preparing for the future

• As well as preparing to leave the EU, we are also 

preparing for our new place in the world when we leave.

• UK will become a full member of the WTO and will no 

longer have to negotiate with the EU in WIPO;

• UK will also be able to enter into new trade agreements 

with other countries;

• We are working with the Department for International 

Trade to identify opportunities and risks

• And in the longer term, there may be opportunities to 

review the UK’s own copyright law, with fewer 

constraints.


